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A modern classic and international best-seller that revolutionized modern
understanding of astrology, this book is truly a pioneering work that established a new
science of astrological psychology. It clearly presents a language of energy that
enables astrology to be reliably used by those in the helping professions as well as by
the general public. As Library Journal stated, "Transcending the boundaries of separate
disciplines, this work represents a major distillation of astrological principles."
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the meaning and stymbols is astrology define the entire energetic abilities of a person
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to sucessd and thrive.this is actually divers when it comes to its magnitude in order to
give information and inspiration to the followers.in fact there are various ways where
peopls can use it in their lives.find detils in this book
The modern world is passing through a time of critical change on many levels: cultural,
political, ecological and spiritual. We are witnessing the decline and dissolution of the
old order, the tumult and uncertainty of a new birth. Against this background, there is an
urgent need for a coherent framework of meaning to lead us beyond the growing
fragmentation of culture, belief and personal identity. Keiron Le Grice argues that the
developing insights of a new cosmology could provide this framework, helping us to
discover an underlying order shaping our life experiences. In a compelling synthesis of
the ideas of seminal thinkers from depth psychology and the new paradigm sciences,
Le Grice positions the new discipline of archetypal astrology at the centre of an
emerging world view that reunifies psyche and cosmos, spirituality and science,
mythology and metaphysi, and enables us to see mythic gods, heroes and themes in a
fresh light. He draws especially on the work of C. G. Jung, Joseph Campbell, Richard
Tarnas, Fritjof Capra, David Bohm and Brian Swimme. Heralding a 'rediscovery of the
gods' and the passage into a new spiritual era, The Archetypal Cosmos presents a new
understanding of the role of myth and archetypal principles in our lives, one that could
give a cosmic perspective and deeper meaning to our personal experiences.
Astrology Yoga: Cosmic Cycles of Transformation is the first comprehensive book on
the practice of Yoga using the ancient science of Vedic Astrology, or Jyotish. Written for
yoga practitioners with a limited knowledge of astrology, Astrology Yoga explains the
dynamic relationship between these two ancient Vedic sciences. You will learn about
your yogic Sun sign and Moon sign, the specific karmic issues in your life, the most
appropriate yoga practices based on your birth date, and the most beneficial times to
do your yoga practices. Astrology and Yoga are explained in connection with the
chakras, the nadis (energy channels), the koshas (levels of existence), and Patanjali's
Eight Limbs of Yoga. The major yoga practices of asanas, pranayamas, mudras,
mantras and meditations are correlated with your astrological makeup so you can
discover which techniques are best for you. Mehtab Benton is a life-long practitioner
and teacher of Yoga and a certified Vedic astrologer. He has trained hundreds of yoga
teachers and given astrological readings to spiritual seekers worldwide. He is the
author of Gong Yoga: Healing and Enlightenment through Sound.
In our lives at some point of time we may come across certain situations which may
take our peace of mind in order to move ahead or get rid of that rut. This all happens
due to our past Karmic influences. As a human beings in spite of all efforts, we struck
there and helplessly looking for someone to lend their hand to come out of it. But very
few people come to us at that point of time to help us and many times we need to
undergo severe pains and sufferings to move forward. Here comes the astrology the
divine cosmic science which helps us to read and understand our karmic structure
through the natal horoscope chart. In order to understand our karma either we need to
go to an astrologer or one has to learn by themselves to read the chart. The future
predicted by the astrologer may come true or not depending on several factors of your
birth details and knowledge of the astrologer. So for those who want to analyze their
chart by self-learning is very helpful. But astrology is not an easy science to learn for a
novice without some support. Again, finding a person and taking the course is tedious
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because of professional and family issues. Here comes the role of good books which
helps you to learn it easily. Hence, for those in need of it, this basic book has been
written with maximum care, so that you can read any advanced book after going
through this. The book covers the essential fundamental concepts which are required to
understand your astrological chart. The science is itself is a big ocean to put in the form
of a book. But in order to experience it, a drop of knowledge is given here. Here you
can say something like you are learning the Alphabets of Astrology. But this is only a
beginning, an end is limitless. So, enjoy reading this book. It is not for any advanced
astrology lovers. If you want to understand some advanced concepts of astrology learn
the basics very well. Good Luck!!
Won The Royal Society Young People's Book Prize in 2013. Designed for preschool
children, the basic knowledge of traveling in space starts from the first page turning. Predeparture training for Jedi Rescue, start! Super-attractive fantasy space children's
book! There are so many page-turning mechanisms in the whole book, which make
people immersed in the surprise of exploring and discovering the secrets of the
universe. -The RS Award selection team will come and follow this fascinating flip book.
In today’s world, at least 90 percent of Americans under age thirty are said to know their Sun
sign, yet no one has ever really delved into answering the question: Is astrology really a
science? Tapan Das earned master and doctorate degrees in electronic engineering and his
passion for astrology is evident as he shares the results of his years of intense research into
the fascinating and complex realm of astrology and cosmology. Das clarifies why astrology is
based on statistical analysis, provides reasons why astrology is a science, and explains each
reason in detail. A concise overview of astrology is included, providing an introduction
describing why astrology can predict how the stars and planets will influence a person’s life,
positively or negatively, and explaining both the past and present as well as outline the future.
Why Astrology is Science: Five Good Reasons is written for scientists, astrologers, and those
with a keen interest to learn a new perspective on astrology that is sure to inspire a renewed
sense of wonder about stars and planets and how their patterns and relationships hold
significant meaning for all of us.
Astrology, A Cosmic ScienceThe Classic Work on Spiritual AstrologyCrcs Publications
This book is firstly and most importantly a conversation with you dear reader. I would like to
reintroduce to you the science of Numerology. It does not predict anything which is void of hard
work. It does not propagate superstition. It only takes you to a journey where every incident
has a scientific and cosmic reason. Numerology prepares you for hardships to come, teaches
you the ways to endure, and motivates you to keep on the journey to achieve your goals.
Somehow people believe that Numerology is for those who are uneducated and practiced by
those who did not really achieve anything in life. Well sorry for the bummer in advance- I am a
successful Software Engineer currently working in the USA for a world renowned firm; I have a
beautiful family and along with my full time job I enjoy & practice my innate passion for Vedic
Astrology & Numerology. Like other educational and vocational courses Astrology has also
been part of my growing up curriculum. And so the way my academic and vocational studies
are coributing positively to society I thought it was time that my Vedic Astrology knowledge too
should be of service to society in all positive ways. This book deals with everything basic about
Numerology that you want to know about Numerology. It has in detail all kinds of calculations
(mathematical) that one should do in order to find the answers. You would be surprised how
easy and practical this cosmic science can be!
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Astrology does not ask for help, this is the reason you need this book! The best-selling
horoscope book in 25 years. Contains the latest discoveries in astrology. Predict world events
in the 21st century. The best-selling astrology book on Amazon, with the highest rating of 5
stars The United States has sold more than 500,000 astrology books. It exists to answer
questions about you. It is a knowledge about you, and it promises you that you don't need to
react blindly when experiencing life; you can control your own destiny within a limited range,
and in this process, you truly understand yourself.
A comprehensive guide to the cosmic influences that underlie health and how to apply them for
profound health and healing • Examines how ancient and modern traditions of healing
interconnect through the doctrine of signatures, “As above, so below” • Reveals how one’s
astrological chart has implications for personal health and healing • Explains how each sign of
the zodiac corresponds not only to parts of the body and its chakras but also to specific plants,
herbs, colors, and emotions • Explores how to use sound healing to harmonize astrological
imbalances When we look at the vast and intricate cosmos--galaxies, planets, organisms,
organs, cells, molecules, atoms--there is a fundamental order, a music or harmony of the
spheres. Our cells reflect the images of galaxies seen through our telescopes. We are the
microcosm, reflecting the macrocosm of the heavens. Our ancestors understood these
patterns and connections between humanity and the universe and developed spiritual and
healing traditions in line with these cosmic truths. Yet in the 19th century, knowledge of these
connections was set aside as medical science sought to create the “one size fits all”
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approaches to healing that dominate modern medicine today. In this comprehensive
exploration of the celestial influences that underlie health and healing, Jennifer Gehl, with Marc
Micozzi, examines how ancient and modern traditions of healing interconnect through the
doctrine of signatures, “As above, so below”. She reveals how one’s celestial nature--the
arrangement of the cosmos at the moment of birth--has implications for personal health and
how each sign of the zodiac corresponds to parts of the body, the chakras, and specific plants,
herbs, colors, and emotions. She explains how sound re-arranges forms according to the
principles of harmony, leveraging not only the human self-regulating capacity to restore health
but also that of the Earth to restore balance and harmony. Also explored are the recurrence of
geometric forms in nature and how to apply this knowledge in sound healing and medical
astrology. Weaving together the threads of ancient science and spirit that formed the original
tapestry of medicine, Gehl explains how to restore the cosmic foundations of healing for
personal, planetary, and universal health and wellbeing.

astrology may be precieve in various lense.the planets that continue to revolve around
play an important role in the astrology.read this book
ABOUT THE BOOKAbout NumbersMicroscopy of Numbers and Zodiac Signs deals
with science of numbers and the zodiac signs. It is a cosmic Science, which reveals,
the hidden mysteries of numbers and zodiac sign. Its origin can be traced to earlier
times, when a person first began to identify various causes, in his immediate behavior,
environment, and his nature of controlling over his temperament. Research and deep
studies done in the past have revealed that every number has a different characteristic
and has different occult significance with very specific power. This power of difference n
numbers has reflected not only a distinctive character on the basis of their qualities,
with the cosmic force, and influencing the laws of nature by governing them in different
ways.Now when this number is in similarity or harmony with the prime or birth number
of any other person, he experiences a better understanding and relationship with that
person. According to the theory of numerological only a name and its birth number rule
a person. He would face grand opportunities and severe difficulties in life in accordance
to the influence of numbers manipulating in his lives. Presently its popularity continues
to grow, and Numerology columns appear regularly in leading newspapers magazines
and fancy literature. More and more Numerologists are consulted regularly for almost
everything from personal problems to romance, to business. As the growing world
becomes more powerful and computerized and is largely dependent on numerical
systems, the fascination with this ancient spiritual science grows quite rapidly.Numbers
are the universal means of understanding and communication with each other. And
while languages vary from culture to culture, the meaning of numbers do specify the
meaning of words. In Numerology, each letter is associated or assigned with a number,
and each number carries its own distinct personality. Hence, the numbers associated
with any word can convey deep messages to all, without having any communication
with them. Numerology is the study of numbers, or the art of numbers and the manner
in which they reflect certain aptitudes and character tend to speak of each letter. Each
letter has a numeric value that provides a related cosmic vibration. The sum of the
numbers in your birth date and the sum of value derived from the letters in the name
provide a power of vibrations. These numbers show a great deal about character tics,
purpose of life, which motivates, as to where the talents may lie. Experts in numerology
use the numbers to determine the best time for major events, actions, positive moves
and movement in life. Numerology on the other is often used as a useful tool to decide
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our important decisions as when to invest, marry, travel, change jobs, and when to
relocate or when to change our residence and premises. How does numerology work is
still a mysterious question. Is it an occult study, or Is it a cosmic force Do numbers have
vibrations effects or is it a God's gift to humanity is still to be discovered in depth.
Therefore an attempt has been made to make this cosmic science of number simplify in
a easy manner for beginners.Pythagoras, a Greek mathematician is said by many to be
the originator, of numbers, and the Father of Numerology. The actual origins of
numerology is said to be pre-dated of Pythagoras, the most common and popular being
the very old the "Hebrew Kabbalah". This mystic power of numbers became the source
of wealth of literature in the coming decades and indeed, it has moved very rapidly
which was aloof from most learned scholars in the past.
Presents overviews of the astrologies of the world's religions, discussing how various
cultures have used celestial observations and beliefs about the heavens to engage with
the divine and understand their lives on Earth.
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In the Middle Ages, Astronomia - one of the Seven Liberal Arts - was as much about
astrology as astronomy. In fact the two disciplines only parted company in the
seventeenth century, as the materialistic world-view gained greater prominence. Where
once human destiny was connected to stars and planets, and spiritual or soul qualities
were associated with the natural world, now the cosmos was seen as consisting of
gases, fire and dead rock. Rudolf Steiner brings a new spiritual perspective to our study
of the heavens. Humanity, he says, is intimately connected to cosmic beings, who in
turn are related to planets and stars. There is meaning in the cosmos. Although Steiner
rejects the simplistic notion of the planets determining our lives and behaviour, he
makes a clear connection between the heavenly bodies and human beings. Whilst
criticizing the superficial nature of much astrology, Steiner shows that as individuals,
and with the guidance of spiritual beings, we choose an appropriate time of birth to
match the destiny we are to live.This enlightening anthology, expertly collated by
Margaret Jonas, features excerpts of Steiner's work on the spiritual individualities of the
planets, the determination of human characteristics by the constellation at birth, the
cultural epochs and the passage of the equinox, cosmic influences on the individual
and humanity, life in the planetary spheres between death and rebirth, solar and lunar
eclipses, comets, and much more.
Like the hourglass, astrology has been used to keep track of time since the beginning
of civilization. While some have sought to debunk its science, it has stood the test of
time. It's not a belief or superstition limited to frivolous horoscopes, and this book
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explains why. Theresa H. McDevitt, a professional astrological counselor, presents cold
hard facts that can be verified through observation and by studying history. She
examines: -planetary cycles and their connection to life expectancy; -cosmic energy
and how it affects every organism on Earth; and -generational life cycles and the
legacies that individuals leave behind. The author also goes beyond history to show the
hidden powers behind the functional workings of the world and humanity-the how,
when, and why everything happens. By gaining a clear picture of what you'll encounter
from birth to death, you'll be empowered to contribute more to the world. Go beyond
being informed and discover true knowledge with The Cosmic Hourglass of Life.
Ever sensed you've lived before or felt you knew what it's like to be the opposite sex?
Amy Shapiro shares true stories of 40 'Dual-Gender' souls who discovered past lives as
their opposite sex, and how those insights clarified and resolved present-life issues and
problems. With healing as a common result, their stories reveal universal truths about
us all. Cases contributed by colleagues also shed light on Past Life Therapists and the
lives they touch.
Isabel Hickey, known as "Boston's Spiritual Sparkplug," began her journey in the 1930's and
become a gifted Astrologer, healer, author and Western mystic, combining occult wisdom, a
devotional heart and deep understanding of the Bible, in a quest to awaken consciousness. IT
IS ALL RIGHT is a balm for weary souls who want to understand life's enigmas and apply the
wisdom of Eastern mysticism to Western culture. In it, she explains how to protect yourself if
dealing with psychic forces, to align with your bright Higher Self, transmute negativity, and gain
inner peace and energy. Her teachings help seekers evolve beyond the world of appearance
through the power of positive prayer, creative visualization and much more. Isabel, "Issie" to
many, was praised by thought leaders, including Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, and the in the book
"Meetings With Remarkable Men and Women." Just as special was praise by readers from
around the world who wrote about Is ALL Right: "It carries a healing force within its pages."
M.G., New York, USA"It's so inspiring; I was depressed, and it helped lift the cloud." H.J. from
Sussex, England"I found such love and beauty within the pages, after years of unhappiness, I
found the spiritual path ... or it found me. M.H., from Ontario, Canada"The only thing that made
sense of all this pain was the words in It Is ALL Right." P.H., Fort Worth, Texas, USAThis
republication was lovingly prepared by her protegee, Amy Shapiro, of Gloucester, MA, who coauthored "Never Mind" with Isabel and Jay Hickey, as well as "Your Cosmic Blueprint: A
Seeker's Guide" report, based on Isabel's classic text, "Astrology: A Cosmic Science" with
Helen Hickey. This edition is also thanks to the support of Isabel's grandson Donald and his
beloved wife June. To learn more, visit NewAgeSages.comMay your journey begin!
Like the prostrate pilgrim on the front cover—with his head protruding through the vault of
heaven to discern the working of the cosmos—humanity has for many centuries employed
astrology to penetrate the mystery of the stars' relationship to human destiny. Based on
decades of research into both astrological reincarnation and the history of
astronomy/astrology, The Astrological Revolution unfolds this mystery. The reader is invited to
call into question the basis of modern astrology. This basis, the tropical zodiac, emerged
through Greek astronomers from what was originally a calendar dividing the year into twelve
solar months. The fact that ninety-eight percent of Western astrologers use the tropical zodiac
means that contemporary Western astrology is based on a calendar system that does not
reflect the actual location of the planets against the background of the starry heavens. In other
words, most astrologers in the West are practicing a form of astrology that no longer embodies
the reality of the stars. What is needed to bring astrology (which means the "science of the
stars") back into alignment with the stars in the heavens? The first step in an astrological
revolution that leads to true astrology is to recognize the sidereal zodiac (sidereal meaning
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"related to the stars"). In antiquity, the Babylonians, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, and Hindus
used the sidereal zodiac, and today Hindu (Vedic) astrologers still use the sidereal zodiac.
Based on recognition—through the newly discovered rules of astrological reincarnation, that the
sidereal zodiac presents an authentic astrological zodiac—a new practice of astrology is
possible that offers tools to reestablish a wisdom-filled astrology in the modern world. This new
astrology, based on the sidereal zodiac, is similar to the classic sidereal form but in a modern
form, as that practiced by the three magi, who—prompted by the stars—journeyed to Bethlehem
two thousand years ago. Drawing on specific biographical examples, The Astrological
Revolution reveals new understandings of how the starry heavens work into human destiny.
For instance, the book demonstrates the newly discovered rules of astrological reincarnation
through the previous incarnations of composer Franz Schubert and his patron Joseph von
Spaun—respectively, the Sultan of Morocco, Abu Yusuf Ya'qub, and his erstwhile enemy,
Alfonso X, the Castilian King known as "El Sabio" (the Learned), along with their sidereal
horoscopes. Rudolf Steiner's biography is also considered in relation to the sidereal zodiac and
the rules of astrological reincarnation. After reestablishing the sidereal zodiac as a basis for
astrology that penetrates the mystery of the stars' relationship to human destiny, the reader is
invited to discover the astrological significance of the totality of the vast sphere of stars
surrounding the Earth. The Astrological Revolution points to the astrological significance of the
entire celestial sphere, including all the stars and constellations beyond the twelve zodiacal
signs. This discovery is revealed by studying the megastars, the most luminous stars of our
galaxy, illustrating how megastars show up in an extraordinary way in Christ's healing miracles
by aligning with the Sun at the time of those miraculous events. The Astrological Revolution
thus offers a spiritual—yet scientific—path of building a new relationship to the stars.
New edition of the classic. Isabel Hickey's classic, comprehensive text of spiritual astrology is
now in a new edition. This handy reference book provides a strong foundation for the beginner,
as well as new insights and self-knowledge for more advanced astrology students. Isabel
Hickey’s emphasis on the deeper, more metaphysical aspects of astrology’s mysteries has
resulted in continuous word-of-mouth recommendation by enthused readers. • with a Foreword
by internationally renowned author of eight popular books on modern astrology, Stephen
Arroyo
This book attempts to bridge the gap between traditional Vaastushastra and modern
architecture. The cosmic effects of a wrong vaastu and the remedial approaches are discussed
at length. Virtues of directions, analysis of the five great elements, two stream theory, Ind flying
stars and the relation between Nature and Individual are also discussed in detail. This book
covers all the concepts, theories and correlations of various disciplines like astrology,
yogshastra, modern architecture and traditional vaastushastra and will be helpful for those who
want to learn Vaastushastra.
Yaakov Kronenberg is eminently suitable to write this ground breaking work on Jewish
astrology. Yaakov is an accomplished scholar in Rabbinical and kabbalistic texts and studied
with many of the kabbalistic masters of the previous generation. Besides that he studied
privately for a number of years with an old Jewish Hungarian mystic in New york city ancient
and medieval astrology and is an accomplished astrologer in his own right giving him the
background and understanding to explore the old Jewish texts.
A world-renowned astrologer reveals the path to successful relationships.... In this powerful
guide, astrology expert Jan Spiller shows you how the practical science of astrology can lead
to real-life results in the realm of intimate relationships. Moving beyond the commonly known
sun-sign profiles, Spiller delves into the meanings and mysteries of your personal North
Node—the vital point where the orbits of the earth, moon, and sun intersect—to help you bring
love into your life. For more than thirty years, she has studied how the effects of the Nodes of
the Moon help us steer our life force in positive ways, accept the possibilities the universe has
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placed in our path, and stop sabotaging relationships. By locating the position of your North
Node, which can be found in the chart provided, and the house in which it falls in an important
relationship, Spiller helps you discover the astrological, psychological, and spiritual tools to: •
Learn the secrets to open up intimacy and enjoy satisfying, lifelong romance • Move beyond
old hurts that can tear a relationship apart • Allow others to be themselves–and not try to
change them • Experiment with new ways of interacting in important relationships • Discover
what gifts your partner brings to you–and what gifts you bring to your partner • Navigate the
energy of pastlife connections
[T]here is a system of interpretation in numerology which is supported by experience, but has
its origin beyond the realm of the phenomenal worlds. If no such system existed, it would be
impossible to prove the geometrical relations of thought. But this is done daily by those who
make use of numbers for purposes of divination.-from "Chapter II: Geometrical Relations of
Thought"Originally published in two volumes in 1913, this classic of the art of numerology
builds upon the work of the ancient Greeks, Aryans, and Egyptians to describe the dramatic
effect that numbers exert upon the world all around us. Part I introduces numerological
theories and practices, including how to read others' thoughts through numbers, predict and
influence success and failure, and understand "chance" events. Part II explores the geometry
of nature and how it affects us, numbers that sway human will, and much more.For
practitioners of the paranormal arts and those interested in the history of science and
pseudoscience, this is a fascinating and essential book."Sepharial" was the pseudonym of
British mystic WALTER GORN-OLD (1864-1929), one of the most prolific writers on and
teachers of astrology in modern times. Among his many works are Astrology Explained,
Cosmic Symbolism, Science of Foreknowledge, and The Silver Key.

????????????????????????????,???????????????????????????,?????????,??????????
???
Who were the three wise men and what was "the Star of the Magi" that led them to
Bethlehem? Using the dialogue form, Christian Hermetic Astrology explores these
questions and the basis for the inauguration of "Star Wisdom." Set in the Temple of the
Sun, where Hermes, the Egyptian sage, gathers with his three pupils, Tat, Asclepius,
and King Ammon, these discourses focus upon the path of Christ, culminating in the
Mystery of Golgotha. With Rudolf Steiner and Anne Catherine Emmerich pointing the
way, Robert Powell has produced a book, through independent research and careful
study, intended as a contribution to a modern "path of the magi" leading to a Christian
wisdom of the stars.
Isabel Hickey's classic, comprehensive "textbook" of spiritual astrology is now once
again available in a new edition with a Foreword by internationally renowned author of
eight popular books on modern astrology, Stephen Arroyo. This handy reference book
provides a strong foundation for the beginner as well as new insights and selfknowledge for more advanced astrology students. Isabel Hickey's inspirational
approach has been extraordinarily popular for years, and her emphasis on the deeper,
more metaphysical aspects of astrology's mysteries has resulted in continuous word-ofmouth recommendation by enthused readers-resulting in sales now topping 150,000
copies.
Microscopy of Zodiac Signs and Numbers is a very unique cosmic Science, which
reveals, the hidden mysteries of Numbers and the planetary position of the zodiac
signs. This unique science provoked the author who has been associated with this
mystic science for the past 45 years to pen down in depth the wonders of this vibrated
forces in the most simplified manner in order to enhance the basic as well as advance
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knowledge of this science with his readers. He shares his wide and rich experience
regarding about the humans nature and the various causes, of his immediate behavior,
environment, with regards to his nature of the different numbers and zodiac signs
controlling over his temperament. The author has simplified the meaning of these
zodiac signs and numbers and shells out his experience that whenever these different
numbers of an individual vibrates and influence well, the life of the individual becomes
much more interesting and fruitful and the person lives, happy and prosperous life. But
if the influence or the vibration force of these Numbers and the zodiac signs is on a
negative side the person is deprived of all the happiness and prosperity till these
numbers or the planets turn their fortune in a positive manner. The author cum
astrologer has been associated with general public for the past several years and has
been practicing this science in order to attain peace prosperity and happiness to his
clients and readers. This book will definitely prove to be an asset to his readers and
would guide them to ward off all the negativity and live a happy life and good life. The
author wishes all his readers peace prosperity and happiness.
In our lives at some point of time we may come across certain situations which may
take our peace of mind in order to move ahead or get rid of that rut. This all happens
due to our past Karmic influences. As a human beings in spite of all efforts, we struck
there and helplessly looking for someone to lend their hand to come out of it. But very
few people come to us at that point of time to help us and many times we need to
undergo severe pains and sufferings to move forward. Here comes the astrology the
divine cosmic science which helps us to read and understand our karmic structure
through the natal horoscope chart. In order to understand our karma either we need to
go to an astrologer or one has to learn by themselves to read the chart. The future
predicted by the astrologer may come true or not depending on several factors of your
birth details and knowledge of the astrologer. So for those who want to analyze their
chart by self-learning is very helpful. But astrology is not an easy science to learn for a
novice without some support. Again, finding a person and taking the course is tedious
because of professional and family issues. Here comes the role of good books which
helps you to learn it easily. Hence, for those in need of it, this basic book has been
written with maximum care, so that you can read any advanced book after going
through this. The book covers the essential fundamental concepts which are required to
understand your astrological chart. The science is itself is a big ocean to put in the form
of a book. But in order to experience it, a drop of knowledge is given here. Here you
can say something like you are learning the Alphabets of Astrology. But this is only a
beginning, an end is limitless. So, enjoy reading this book. It is not for any advanced
astrology lovers. If you want to understand some advanced concepts of astrology learn
the basics very well. Good Luck!!!
A 2008 reprint of the Urania Trust version, in which Dennis Elwell looks at the validitiy
of astrology in the light of explaining and examining world events. A thoughtful and
provocative study.
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